Beautiful Trees of Friendship Hello Side-Fold Card
Link to the Original Project Blog Post:
https://wp.me/p5snyt-l2n
Card Stock Cuts for this Project:
Old Olive Cardstock: 4 1/4" x 11" (card base,
scored and folded at 5 1/2" and 6 3/4”);
Beautiful Trees large solid tree top die cut
Misty Moonlight Cardstock: 4 1/8” x 4 1/8”
(x2 – mats for card front and for inner liner);
1 1/8" x 4 1/8" (mat for side-fold); 3 1/8” x 3
1/8” (mat for white square on front);
Beautiful Trees die cut bird
Basic White Cardstock: 3" x 3" (square on
front); 4” x 4” (inner liner); Ornate Frames
die cut tag (sentiment)
Beauty of the Earth DSP: 4” x 4" (card
front); 7/8” x 4” (side fold panel); Beautiful
Trees die cut large “trunk”; Beautiful Trees
die cut detailed large tree top; 3" x 6"
(envelope flap)

Instructions for this Project:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Score the 4 1/4” x 11” piece of Old Olive cardstock at 5 1/2” and 6 3/4” on the long side.
Fold the 5 1/2” as a “valley” – so….”regular”.
Fold the 6 3/4” score in the opposite direction.
Use Liquid Glue between the 5 1/2” and 6 3/4” score lines and then adhere the front of the
card base to the back – just in the 1 1/4” area. This creates the “book” or “side” fold.

5. Use Stampin’ Seal to adhere the 7/8” x 4” piece of Beauty of the Earth DSP to the 1 1/8”
x 4 1/8” piece of Misty Moonlight cardstock.
6. Use Liquid Glue to adhere the matted strip to the smaller side of the card front.
7. Use Stampin’ Seal to adhere the 4” x 4” piece of Beauty of the Earth DSP to one of the 4
1/8” x 4 1/8” pieces of Misty Moonlight cardstock.
8. Use Stampin’ Seal to adhere the 3” x 3” piece of Basic White cardstock to the 3 1/8” x 3
1/8” piece of Misty Moonlight cardstock.
9. Use Liquid Glue to adhere the matted square to the middle of the 4” x 4” panel.
10. Use the large tree trunk die in the Beautiful Trees dies to cut a trunk from the woodgrain
design in the Beauty of the Earth DSP.
11. Use scissors to trim about a 1/4” off the bottom of the tree trunk, rounding it a little. It
needs to fit on the card front.
12. Use the large, “open” tree top die in the Beautiful Trees set to cut an Old Olive shape.
13. Use the large, “detailed” tree top die in the Beautiful Trees set to cut from one of the
green designs in the Beauty of the Earth DSP.
14. Layout the tree on the card front to determine the location of each piece – and ensure it
doesn’t extend past any edges of the card base.
15. Stamp the little splatters image from Beauty of Friendship in stamped-off-once Misty
Moonlight as shown.
16. Use Liquid Glue to adhere the tree pieces to the card front. Start with the Old Olive “open”
tree top shape and then add the Beauty of the Earth die cut trunk.
17. Use Stampin’ Dimensionals – you’ll need to cut little pieces – to adhere the Beauty of the
Earth die cut detailed tree top.
18. Stamp the sentiment from Beauty of Friendship in Mossy Meadow on a piece of Basic
White.
19. Cut the sentiment with the small tag die from the Ornate Frames Dies.

20. Adhere the tag to the card front with Liquid Glue.
21. Use the birds die in the Beautiful Trees die set to cut out a Misty Moonlight bird.
22. Use Liquid Glue to adhere the bird to the end of the sentiment.
23. Tie a small bow with the white twine in the Baker’s Twine Essentials Pack and adhere it to
the end of the tag with a scrunched up Glue Dot.
24. Use Glue Dots to adhere three Bumblebee Trinkets.
25. On the 4” x 4” piece of Basic White, stamp the tree trunk from Beauty of Friendship in
Early Espresso ink.
26. Stamp the small tree top image (the more solid image of the two) in Old Olive.
27. Stamp the small tree top image (the more detailed image of the two) in Mossy Meadow.
28. Stamp the little splatters image from Beauty of Friendship in stamped-off-once Misty
Moonlight as shown.

29. Use Stampin’ Seal to adhere the panel to the second 4 1/8” x 4 1/8” piece of Misty
Moonlight cardstock.
30. Use Liquid Glue to adhere it inside the card.
31. On the front of a Basic White Medium Envelope, stamp the tree trunk from Beauty of
Friendship in Early Espresso ink.
32. Stamp the small tree top image (the more solid image of the two) in Old Olive.
33. Stamp the small tree top image (the more detailed image of the two) in Mossy Meadow.
34. Stamp the little splatters image from Beauty of Friendship in stamped-off-once Misty
Moonlight as shown.
35. Use Liquid Glue to run a thin line around the edges of the envelope flap. Lay the 3” x 6”
piece of Beauty of the Earth DSP over the flap and rub it lightly to ensure it’s stuck down.
36. Use your Paper Snips to cut off the excess paper.
37. DONE!
Please click on the links to the right to see and purchase the available item(s) in my Online
Store:
Beauty Of Friendship Bundle (English) [155834] - Price: $52.00 - http://msb.im/1MYE

Ornate Frames Dies [150664] - Price: $34.00 - http://msb.im/1MYF
Beauty Of The Earth 12" X 12" (30.5 X 30.5 Cm) Designer Series Paper [155841] - Price: $11.50 http://msb.im/1MYG
Old Olive 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock [100702] - Price: $8.75 - http://msb.im/1MYH
Misty Moonlight 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock [153081] - Price: $8.75 - http://msb.im/1MYI
Basic White 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock [159276] - Price: $9.75 - http://msb.im/1MYJ
Misty Moonlight Classic Stampin' Pad [153118] - Price: $7.50 - http://msb.im/1MYK
Old Olive Classic Stampin' Pad [147090] - Price: $7.50 - http://msb.im/1MYL
Mossy Meadow Classic Stampin' Pad [147111] - Price: $7.50 - http://msb.im/1MYM
Early Espresso Classic Stampin' Pad [147114] - Price: $7.50 - http://msb.im/1MYN
Baker's Twine Essentials Pack [155475] - Price: $11.00 - http://msb.im/1MYO
Bumblebee Trinkets [155568] - Price: $7.50 - http://msb.im/1MYP
Basic White Medium Envelopes [159236] - Price: $7.50 - http://msb.im/1MYQ
Multipurpose Liquid Glue [110755] - Price: $4.00 - http://msb.im/1MYR
Stampin' Dimensionals [104430] - Price: $4.00 - http://msb.im/1MYS
Mini Glue Dots [103683] - Price: $5.25 - http://msb.im/1MYT
Simply Scored Scoring Tool [122334] - Price: $30.00 - http://msb.im/1MYU

